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I. INTRODUCTION

In November 2016, Justin Trudeau, the Prime Minister of Canada, approved the “expansion of a pipeline linking the oil sands in Alberta to a tanker port in British Columbia.” The recently approved Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain project will “increase the capacity of a fifty-three-year-old pipeline to 890,000 barrels a day from 300,000 and expand the tanker port.” As noted by Trudeau in his remarks following the approval of Trans Mountain, there was staunch opposition to the approval of this pipeline from environmental groups and certain Aboriginal peoples, particularly the First Nations. But, those who support the Prime Minister’s decision, cite the wide reaching economic effects that such a pipeline can have for Canada.

The Trans Mountain approval comes on the heels of another hotly debated Canadian pipeline application, Energy East. The Energy East pipeline project was proposed by the TransCanada Corporation and is “designed to run from Alberta to New Brunswick” with the capability of transporting “1.1 million barrels-a-day.” Although, the Trans Mountain approval did not come without opposition, the Energy East application “has been mired in regulatory hearings and opposition from environmentalists,” resulting in a delay of decision that has lasted longer than two years.

Because the Trans Mountain and Energy East pipeline applications have taken very different routes and have had different outcomes under the current Canadian regulatory system, they are perfect vehicles to ana-
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lyze both the opposing arguments behind the approval or disapproval of a certain pipeline applications, as well as some of the major criticisms of the Canadian regulatory process itself. As these two pipelines illustrate, "the construction and maintenance of . . . natural gas pipelines raise a multitude of complex, political, commercial, fiscal, environmental, technical and legal issues," which will be the focus of this paper. This paper will begin with a general overview of the Canadian pipeline application and approval process, starting first with the federal agencies and federal legislation involved in making the decision to build or deny approval of a pipeline as well as the provincial legislation that often shares jurisdiction over these projects. Next, consideration will be given to the conflicting political arguments both for and against the expansion of pipeline projects, focusing on the economic effects such projects will have in Canada and abroad. Finally, criticisms of the regulatory approval process will be considered, with particular attention paid to how the conflicting politics have victimized the smooth functioning of the regulatory process. Throughout this analysis, consideration will be given to how these processes and arguments played out in the context of the Trans Mountain project, as well as the Energy East project.

II. CANADIAN PIPELINE APPROVAL PROCESS

The approval of a proposed pipeline or energy project in Canada requires "a range of regulatory and environmental approvals from the federal and/or provincial/territorial governments," including "consultation with Aboriginal peoples" in Canada. Although the size and nature of different pipeline projects can vary greatly, the National Energy Board is central to the approval of almost all of Canada's pipeline projects. But, the provincial governments are also usually heavily involved in the process. The following section will give a general background on the agencies involved in such decisions and the role they play in approving or rejecting a pipeline application, starting with an overview of the role of the National Energy Board and followed by an overview of several important pieces of provincial legislation governing certain pipeline projects.

A. NATIONAL ENERGY BOARD (NEB)

As stated above, the National Energy Board is a central fixture in the Canadian pipeline application and approval process. The National Energy Board (NEB) was created in 1959 by the Canadian Parliament as an
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“independent federal agency,”11 charged with “regul[ating] inter-provincial and international pipelines, international power lines and designated inter-provincial power lines, and the importation and exportation of energy to and from Canada.”12 The NEB “also regulates onshore and offshore development in the Yukon and Nunavut [and] offshore development in the Northwest Territories.”13 After the passage of the Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act,14 the NEB is also charged with regulating “offshore areas not within provincial jurisdiction.”15

The NEB “carries out the organization’s regulatory responsibilities in the Canadian ‘public interest.’”16 “In the public interest” is defined by the NEB as being “inclusive of all Canadians,” and it strives to reach a “balance of economic, environmental, and social interests that changes as society’s values and preferences evolve over time.”17 Therefore, when the NEB is reviewing a pipeline application, “it must consider the overall public good that a project may create as well as its potential negative impacts,” which, as will be explored in further detail later, usually comes down to weighing the economic benefits against the environmental concerns.18

In terms of the actual NEB pipeline application process, “the level of detail that the NEB requires in an application to build a pipeline or other facility will depend on the type of project, the complexity or size of the project, its anticipated effects, and the level of public concern.”19 In submitting an application, a company is bound by the procedures set forth in the National Energy Board Act and the National Energy Board Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995.20 To “assist applicants seeking NEB approval in understanding the Board’s expectations about the information to include in an application,” the NEB publishes and frequently updates a Filing Manual.21 According to the Filing Manual, generally, an application “should include details about: the purpose of the proposed project; the company’s consultation activities and results; engineering design of the proposed project; an environmental and socio-economic assessment (ESA) of the proposed project; economic and financial information; and
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lands information.” But, again, this will likely vary depending on the complexity and type of pipeline pending approval and, as will be seen later, what provincial legislation requires.

From there, the NEB begins its review of the application to determine whether it is in the “public interest.” According to the NEB Act, “in making its recommendation, the Board shall have regard to all considerations that appear to it to be directly related to the pipeline and to be relevant, and may have regard to the following.”

(A) the availability of oil, gas or any other commodity to the pipeline;
(b) the existence of markets, actual or potential; (c) the economic feasibility of the pipeline; (d) the financial responsibility and financial structure of the applicant, the methods of financing the pipeline and the extent to which Canadians will have an opportunity to participate in the financing, engineering and construction of the pipeline; and (e) any public interest that in the Board’s opinion may be affected by the issuance of the certificate or the dismissal of the application.

After their review process is complete, the NEB Act requires that the Board “submit and prepare for the minister, and make public a report setting out” their findings. The report is required to include the Board’s “recommendation as to whether or not the certificate should be issued for all or any portion of the pipeline,” as well as “reasons for that recommendation.”

The Act also requires that the report include “all the terms and conditions that it considers necessary or desirable in the public interest” and terms or conditions relating to when the certificate or portions or provisions of it are to come into force.

Additionally, if the project is under the domain of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA), then the NEB Act requires that the report include the findings from the environmental assessment per-
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27. Id. § 52(1)(B). For example, the Trans Mountain project in its final form” will be subjected to 157 additional conditions to ensure that the highest standards of safety and environmental protection are met. More than 120 indigenous groups were consulted, almost a third of which responded in support of the pipeline, and they will have a role in ensuring these conditions are met.” Perrin Beatty, Trans Mountain Pipeline Approval Was Right Decision for Canada, HUFFINGTON POST CANADA (Dec. 14, 2016), http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/perrin-beatty/trans-mountain-pipeline-approval_b_13629676.html.
28. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act of 2012 defines a “designated project” as “one or more physical activities that (a) are carried out in Canada or on federal lands; (b) are designated by regulations made under paragraph 84(a) or designated in an order made by the Minister under subsection 14(2); and (c) are linked to the same federal authority as specified in those regulations or that order. It includes any physical activity that is incidental to those physical activities (projet désigné). Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, S.C. 2012, c. 19, s. 52, § 2(1).
formed by the Board. For certain projects subject to a “federal environmental assessment” under the CEAA “a review panel may be appointed and public hearings held,” adding another level of required review. All CEAA assessments “are subject to fixed timelines: 365 days for standard assessments, 18 months for reviews by the NEB and 24 months for assessments by a review panel.”

The completed report must be given to the Minister “within the time limit specified by the Chairperson,” which can be “no longer than 15 months after the day on which the applicant has, in the Board’s opinion, provided a complete application.” From there, as seen in the introduction, the Prime Minister then announces his approval or disapproval of the project, as well as any modifications or adjustments that need to be made.

B. Provincial Legislation

As noted above, the Canadian federal and provincial governments often share jurisdiction to approve certain environmental and energy related projects; therefore, the provincial legislation controlling such pipeline projects is also very important. In general, “each province and territory maintains its own regulatory regime for approving” certain projects. For example, in provinces such as Alberta and British Columbia, where there is significant oil and gas activity, provincial legislation and regulatory boards have been set up to “ensure the safe, responsible and efficient development of . . . energy resources, and to regulate pipelines and transmission lines.”

Specifically in Alberta, the Energy Regulator and the Alberta Utilities Commission must approve all significant steps in proposed projects that “regulate upstream energy, intra-Alberta electricity transmission, and pipeline projects.” In a process that runs almost parallel to the process under the NEB Act, under the Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, more complex pipeline projects require an “environmental assessment” and review that the AER and AUC must then “consider . . . in assessing the public interest.”
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Similarly, in British Columbia, the British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission, which is charged by the British Colombia Oil and Gas Activities Act with regulating oil and gas pipelines, reviews applications and an environmental assessment of the project to determine that it is in the "public interest." To make the application process less duplicative for the pipeline applicant, Alberta and British Columbia, along with Manitoba, Newfoundland and Labrador, Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan, and the Yukon, have all entered into "environmental cooperation agreements with the federal government that provide for a single, cooperative environmental assessment process" under the CEAA and any applicable provincial environmental legislation. Specifically, for "several major projects" in British Columbia that fall under federal and provincial jurisdiction for approval, there has been an "agree[ment] to substitute the provincial regulatory process for the federal process."

III. REGULATORY CRITICISMS AND ECONOMIC ARGUMENTS

As noted previously, "the construction and maintenance of . . . natural gas pipelines raise a multitude of complex, political, commercial, fiscal, environmental, technical, and legal issues." Two of the biggest areas of contention surrounding the pipeline approval process in Canada are the environmental and economic arguments given for or against the construction of such a pipeline and the state of the regulatory approvals system itself. This final section will consider the economic and environmental arguments put forth in favor of or in opposition to pipeline projects in a general context, as well as within the context of the Canadian First Nations. Next, the ways these arguments have manifested themselves in the politics of the regulatory system will be considered.

A. ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PIPELINES AND CONFLICTING ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS

As the above discussion captures, the fight over proposed Canadian pipeline applications often centers on weighing the environmental effects with the possible economic outcomes and attempting to strike a balance between the two that is in "the public interest." A statement made by Trudeau after his approval of the Trans Mountain project captured this struggle, he said:

We’ve heard clearly from Canadians that they don’t want to see someone trying to make a choice between what’s good for the environment and what’s good for the economy . . . They need to go to-
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gether, and the decisions we’ve made today and leading up to today are entirely consistent with that.\textsuperscript{44}

Particularly, Trudeau pointed to the economic boost the Trans Mountain project would bring to Canada, citing it as a “major win for Canadian workers, for Canadian families, and the Canadian economy now and into the future,” creating “thousands of jobs and billions in tax and royalty revenue.”\textsuperscript{45} Additionally, the project will be “subjected to 157 additional conditions to ensure that the highest standards of safety and environmental protection are met.”\textsuperscript{46}

Even despite these additional conditions, those who opposed the approval of the pipeline, due mostly to environmental concerns were quick to disagree with the decision by the Trudeau. For example, Marcie Keever, director of the Friends of the Earth oceans and vessels program, said that “Trudeau has decided to value short-term profits over the long-term health of the Pacific Northwest’s people, climate, and orcas.”\textsuperscript{47} Criticism over the environmental effects of the pipeline even came from “leading pipeline activists in the United States,” claiming that Trudeau “should be ashamed [for] using middle class workers as cover to wreak havoc on our water, climate and property rights.”\textsuperscript{48}

This environmental and economic conflict has also played out within the First Nations of Canada. In September 2016, First Nations, the predominant Aboriginal groups in Canada, signed the Treaty Alliance Against Tar Sands Expansion, “an expression of Indigenous law prohibiting the pipelines/trains/tankers that will feed the expansion of the tar lands,” in opposition to several pipelines including Trans Mountain.\textsuperscript{49} But in recent years, “some chiefs . . . cheer the idea of jobs and financial independence,” that come with pipeline construction.\textsuperscript{50} Therefore, while some Aboriginal groups have joined the Treaty Alliance, “other First Nations have gathered in Calgary to discuss how to encourage the oil industry.”\textsuperscript{51}
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These conflicts seem far from resolution and often leave groups “chasing each other in circles,” and as the next section will further explore the regulatory approval process has been the most recent victim.

B. Criticisms of the State of the Regulatory Approval Process

Even with the existence of cooperative programs, such as the one described above in British Columbia, there are strong criticisms about the efficiency of the regulatory approval process. For instance, before its approval, the Trans Mountain pipeline was reviewed twice, first by the NEB and “a second, separate review led by Natural Resources Canada,” amounting to a review process that took over three years for “experts and concerned citizens” to weigh in. Although the Trans Mountain decision took a long time to make it through the regulatory process, the Energy East review process is perhaps an even stronger example of issues with the regulatory process. During the NEB hearings in Montreal, disruptions by protesters caused “the review to be abandoned and the panel scrubbed,” due to charges of bias. These bias charges arose out of claims that “two of the three panelists met last year with former Quebec premier Jean Charest, who was then a consultant for Trans Canada.” As a result of the charges, “all three Panel Members decided to recuse themselves in order to preserve the integrity of the National Energy Board and of the Energy East Review.” The recusals mean even more delays as the review process is “adjourned until a new panel is appointed.”

Hal Kvisle, former CEO of TransCanada, said “the delays caused by the replacement of a panel reviewing the Energy East Pipeline project show that Canada’s regulatory system is flawed and must be fixed... there needs to be significant improvements in the regulatory process and here we’ve just had it thrown in the ditch again by people whose objective is really just to stop the whole thing.” As Kvisle mentioned, those who oppose the construction of pipeline projects often take every possibility to slow the process down in an effort to “delay the decision forever.” In a recent editorial written on Canada’s decision to approve Trans Moun-
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tain, Val Litwin, the President and CEO of the BC Chamber of Commerce, cautions against letting “the domestic debate go in circles,” saying that “Canadians cannot afford to let our regulatory process to be overtaken by the politics of mistrust. We cannot simply afford to delay these decisions forever.” Litwin argues that “the divisive nature of the pipeline debates has eroded Canada’s reputation as an economy for open for investment.” Litwin finds that those in positions similar to his own are “hearing too many of our members questioning whether Canada can get large projects built,” and “if these business leaders conclude that the answer is no, they will simply invest elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain and Energy East pipelines are perfect illustrations of the competing politics behind pipeline applications in Canada and abroad. As these two recent examples demonstrate, the decision often comes down to finding the right balance between environmental concerns and economic opportunities that is in the “public interest” of all Canadians. But as the above discussion also explores, even if what is considered a balance is achieved there will still be parties that are upset with the outcome, or parties that will try to prevent the regulatory process from functioning as it is intended. While it seems unlikely that a resolution between the opposing sides of the argument will be reached anytime soon, the current state of the regulatory approvals process is evidence that an agreement needs to be reached.
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